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A deadtime correction method is proposed for quantitative measurements in positron
emission tomography. The correction is based on the observation that a deadtime loss of the
random coincidence events corresponds to that of the single events and of the total
coincidence events. Using the proposed correction method, the deadtime loss was kept
within 1% up to the true coincidence rate of 50 x 103 cps per plane for a cylindrical phantom

of 20 cm in diameter. Accuracy of the method is confirmed to be independent of the size of
the object.
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A correction for deadtime is indispensable to a
quantitative measurement in positron emission tomog
raphy (PET) as well as correction for attenuation, de
tector efficiency, random coincidence, and scattered
coincidence. Deadtime causes an underestimation of
pixel value of the reconstructed image. This error is
sometimes magnified in such physiological models as
oxygen-15 ( '5O) gas steady state method ( J ). In the case
of dynamic measurement of I5O water bolus injection

method (2), the true coincidence rate increases up to
50 x IO3 cps per plane. Deadtime loss is >20% at this

range of true coincidence rate (3-5). Several deadtime

correction methods have been proposed in recent pa
pers. Mazoyer et al. proposed a scheme which was based
on the paralyzing deadtime model using the total co
incidence rate (Ã³). Hoffman et al. measured the triple
coincidence rate to calculate the deadtime loss (4).
Stearns et al. measured deadtime losses for both single
events and total coincidence events independently, then
corrected the deadtime (7). In some of these methods,
accuracy of the correction is often affected by the size
of the object.

Figure 1 shows the count rate characteristics of true
coincidence for a direct slice of the Headtome III (3).
These curves were obtained during decay of I5O (half-

life 123 sec) dissolved in three cylindrical phantoms
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with different diameters, resulting in different shapes.
This means that the true coincidence rate is affected by
the size of the object. Therefore, deadtime correction
based on a measured true coincidence rate may result
in a wide margin of error because one curve cannot be
used to correct another.

We have developed a deadtime correction method
which is independent of the size of the object. The
following is a theoretical analysis and description of
some experimental results of this method.

THEORY

Bismuth germanate (BGO) detectors, timing discrimina
tors, and group encoders work at every single event where rate
is proportional to incident annihilation photons. On the other
hand, a coincidence logic and a memory work only when a
coincidence event occurs. Thus, deadtime losses for single
events and that for coincidence events are independent of
each other, and should be dealt with independently. As input
of the coincidence logic already includes the deadtime loss for
single events, the counting efficiency of total coincidence
events is a product of a square of the counting efficiency of
single events and that of coincidence events. The coincidence
logic measures "on-time" events and "off-time" events in the
same circuitâ€” the deadtime of "on-time" events and "off-
time" events are the same. The total coincidence rate is the
sum of the "on-time" rate and the "off-time" rate, i.e., true

coincidence rate plus twice of random coincidence rate (8).
The following relations can be derived from these considera
tions. When G,, is counting the efficiency of a single rate, the
observed single rate after deadtime loss is given by
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FIGURE 1
Count rate characteristics of true coincidence of the Head-
tome III for cylindrical phantoms of different diameters

S,,h â€”GS (D

where Sldcaiis the single rate without deadtime loss. When G,
is counting efficiency for coincidence rate, observed coinci
dence rate, C<>b,is given by

(2)

("on-time" rate + "off-time" rate)

= Gc [(T,d,alGs- + R,dcalG,2) + RiaÂ«,,G.2]
= Gt Gs: (Tâ€žicai+ 2R,dirai),

where T,deai= true coincidence rate without deadtime loss;

and
Ridcai= random coincidence rate without deadtime loss.

On the other hand, observed random coincidence rate,
can be obtained by the "off-time" coincidence.

K,)h = Gf Os~ KjdiMi> (3)

RHÃŒC.Ican be obtained graphically by extrapolating the meas
ured curve of random coincidence rate. From the count rate
curve of random coincidence, we can analytically determine
a deadtime correction factor, C, as a function of the observed
random coincidence rate.

C = 1/(GC Gs2). (4)

The determined correction factor is multiplied to an observed
true coincidence rate. Tot,,

T,dcal â€” C Toi

MKIIIODS AND RKSULTS

(5)

In order to evaluate the accuracy of our proposed
method for deadtime correction, phantom experiments
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FIGURE 2
Count rate curves of true coincidence rate (Tot)), random
coincidence rate (Rot,), and calculated ideal random coin
cidence rate (R^ai) for cylindrical phantom of 18 cm in
diameter

were performed. First, the value of the correction factor
was determined experimentally. During the decay of
'â€¢X)dissolved in a cylindrical phantom of 18 cm in

diameter, Tohand R,)hwere measured (Fig. 2). R,d<.a,was
estimated by an upward extrapolation from the tail of
Roh.The correction factor is given as a ratio of Rid(,aito
Rob.Figure 3 shows a calculated result of the correction
factor as a function of the Roh.The plotted data in Fig.
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FIGURE 3
Calculated result of correction factor, 1/(GC Gs2),as func

tion of observed random coincidence rate
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3 were fitted by a monotonically increasing function
C(R.,h)= 1/(1 -Â«Rob''72)2. (6)

The parameters, a and ÃŸ,were determined by using a
least square fit so as to minimize an error between the
observed data and the function. These procedures were
applied to each imaging slice including cross slice.

Second, the function was tested using several phan
toms. Cylindrical phantoms of different diameters were
measured successively during the decay of gallium-68
(half-life 68 min). During the measurements, Râ€žbwas
monitored by a digital counter and fed to the computer.
The correction factor was given using Eq. (6) and R,,h.
The correction factor was multiplied to the pixel value
of the image. For each reconstructed image, a region of
interest (ROI) was set and average pixel value in the
ROI was estimated. The results for three different phan
toms for direct slice are shown in Fig. 4. A decay
correction was performed simultaneously. A large dead-
time loss was observed for the cylindrical phantom of
20 cm in diameter without deadtime correction. Dead-
time loss was almost eliminated to <1% up to the true
coincidence rate of 50 x 1O3cps per plane with dead-

time correction. Without changing any parameters for
the deadtime correction, the deadtime losses were also
eliminated to <1% up to the true coincidence rate of
60 x IO3cps and 30 x 10' cps per plane for 10 cm and

30 cm cylindrical phantoms, respectively. Similar re
sults were obtained in the other imaging slices.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

A deadtime correction method which can accurately
correct independent of the size of the object was pre
sented. Although the characteristic of deadtime mainly
depends on a design of electronic circuits of a PET, the

present method can be applied to some other PET
systems. In the case of the Headtome III, the deadtime
loss at a low count rate is almost determined at the
group encoder where sixteen signals are ORed and
which has deadtime of 140 ns. On the other hand, at a
high count rate, the deadtime loss is determined at both
group encoder and coincidence logic which has the
deadtime of 150 ns because the random coincidence
rate increases proportional to the square of the activity.
These conditions of the deadtime loss seem to be the
same for most of the PET systems. Therefore, if PET
measures the "off-time" coincidence with the same
deadtime for "on-time," this deadtime correction
method can be applicable according to the authors'

experiences.
The observed true coincidence rate (T,,h) in brain

study by the I5Ogas steady state method was 10 x IO3

cps per plane for direct slice. At this count rate, the
correction factor was 1.05. However, in a dynamic
measurement of the I5Owater bolus injection method,
the Tohsometimes exceeded 50 x 1O3cps per plane, at
which count rate the correction factor was ~1.3. Thus,
quantitative measurements cannot be obtained without
the deadtime correction. The Tohoften exceeded 15 x
IO3cps per plane even in the fluorine-18 fluorodeoxy-
glucose method, where the deadtime loss reaches ~ 10%.
Further, in the case of heart study which is surrounded
by a large object, Tohand R,)hwere almost 50 x IO3cps
and 100 x IO3cps per plane, respectively. The correc

tion factor was close to 2.0 in this case.
The most critical studies for deadtime correction are

those using '5O-labeled tracers. Using the Headtome
III, routine administration doses of H:I5O injection are

25 mCi in the brain study and 15 mCi in the heart
study. These doses typically give the true count rates of
35-45 x IO3cps and 50-60 x IO3cps per plane at peak,
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FIGURE 4
Relative pixel values in ROI in images
of cylindrical phantoms with and
without deadtime correction
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respectively. Utilizing these count rates, error of the
dcadtime correction is kept at ~1%. With a higher
count rate, for example, using 100 mCi of '*O for brain

studies, results in the error of deadtime correction be
coming >1%. The percentage of error may be kept to
a minimum, however, with deadtime correction, while
the error might be >100% without the correction. The
factor that limits the validity of the deadtime correction
is the image distortion due to the multiple events in the
group encoders. The count rate that begins to distort
the image is the true count rate of around 100 x 10'

cps for 20 cm cylindrical phantom.
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